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For people managing their own savings and investments.
	Retirement advice, financial planning
	Investment Trusts


Intermediary

For wealth managers and financial advisers managing savings and/or investments on behalf of someone else.
	Wrap, Elevate & business support
	Funds & solutions
	Investment Trusts


Institutional

For DC, DB and LGPS schemes, insurers, charities, universities, family offices and treasurers.
	Investment funds & solutions
	Investment Trusts


abrdn plc

For shareholders, careers and company information.
	More about abrdn
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Funds
Explore fund information, pricing and performance details.
	View all funds
	Prices
	Literature
	Our life fund range
	Liquidity funds pricing
	Fund updates
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Asset classes
Explore our investment products and solutions across asset classes.
	All asset classes
	Active equities
	Alternatives
	Fixed income
	Multi-Asset
	Private markets
	Quantitative Investments
	Real estate



Solutions
Bespoke investment solutions that meet client needs.
	Solutions
	abrdn Fiduciary Management
	abrdn pensions master trust
	Defined Benefit Solutions
	Insurance
	Liability aware investing
	Liquidity solutions



Themes
Invest today in what’s shaping tomorrow.
	Sustainable Investing
	Thematic investing
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Client types
Explore our comprehensive range of investment solutions available to clients.
	Charities & Foundations
	Consultants
	Defined Benefit Pension Schemes
	Defined Contribution Pension Schemes
	Family Offices
	Insurance Companies
	Local Government Pension Schemes
	Treasury Managers
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Our offerings
View our sustainable investing solutions and how we integrate ESG factors into our investment research.
	Our approach
	Sustainability solutions



Sustainability Insights
Explore our thought leadership on environment, social and governance themes. See how they may impact your investment decisions.
	Climate change
	Environment
	Governance and business ethics
	Social
	Cross ESG themes
	The Sustainability Inspires Podcasts



Governance and leadership
Find out more about our governance and leadership structure, designed for accountability and transparency in our sustainability research and solutions.
	Sustainability team and resources
	Sustainability Institute



Active ownership
Read about our active ownership, which includes active engagement and proxy voting.
	Active ownership
	Proxy voting



Document library
Find our latest detailed policies, position statements and voting & engagement reports in our document library.
	Document library
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Insights
Read our views on asset classes, strategies, markets and sustainability.
	All Market insights
	Equities
	Fixed income
	Real assets
	Multi Asset
	All sustainability



Solutions insights
Expert views on our investment products and solutions across capabilities.
	All solutions insights
	DB Master Trusts
	Collective Defined Contribution



Global Macro Research
Innovative macro research on the big economic, policy, political and behavioural themes shaping the investment landscape. 
	All Global Macro Research
	Politics and policy
	Economics research
	Economic forecasts



Tools
Supporting your investment decisions with our Forecaster tool and webcasts.
	

	Webcasts
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Helping your clients achieve their investment goals.
	Who we are
	Policies and governance
	News and mediaOpens in new window
	Contact and support
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Who we are
More opportunity. More possibility. More impact.
Our global locationsOpens in new window


Risk warning
The value of investments, and the income from them, can go down as well as up and an investor may get back less than the amount invested. Past performance is not a guide to future results.





We invest to help create more for our clients
We offer investment expertise across key asset classes, regions and markets so that our clients can capture investment potential.

By combining market and economic insight with technology and diverse perspectives, we look for optimal ways to help our clients navigate the future and reach their objectives.

And by integrating environmental, social and governance (ESG) considerations through our process, we seek to find the most sustainable investment opportunities globally helping build our conviction and underpin client solutions. By ensuring the assets we invest in are ready for and resilient to a world in transition, we act as guardians of our clients’ assets and where possible we align the interests of our clients and wider society with a more sustainable future for our planet. 

*All data facts and figures as at December 2023


Operating in over 20 locations worldwide*
Keeping us close to our clients and ensuring first-hand insight into companies, industries and markets.


Managing £366.7bn in assets for our clients*
On behalf of individuals, governments, pension funds, insurers, companies, charities and foundations across 80 countries.*


Focus on fundamental research
The combination of our research, thematic thinking, ESG best practice and extensive on-the-ground analysis helps us find the most sustainable future-fit investment opportunities globally. 







Global locations
A presence in Europe, Middle East, Asia Pacific and the Americas
Closer to our clients, with offices in financial capitals and regional centres worldwide.
Our global locationsOpens in new window





Contact and support
Accessibility
Cookie policy
Legal and regulatory
Legal notice
Privacy
SecurityOpens in new window
Modern Slavery StatementOpens in new window
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Copyright © abrdn plc 2021-2024. All rights reserved.abrdn plc is registered in Scotland (SC286832) at 1 George Street, Edinburgh, EH2 2LL.
Important information



Before investing, investors should consider carefully the investment objective, risks, charges, and expenses of a fund. This and other important information is contained in the prospectus and KIID document. The information is intended to be of general interest only and should not be considered as an offer, investment recommendation or solicitation, to deal in the shares of any securities or financial instruments.











